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A BSTRACT
Cloud identification on Mars is an important tool for climatology studies, making it possible
to analyze the distribution, patterns and variability of clouds both spatially and temporally.
Traditionally, cloud data on Mars has been extracted through manual or semi-automated
processes which can be time consuming, and currently there is limited spatial and temporal
cloud data coverage. In this paper we demonstrate the successful use of convolutional neural
networks (CNNs) to extract cloud masks from Mars Daily Global Maps (MDGMs) composed
from the Mars Color Imager (MARCI) on the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO). The
fully automated model reports 97% pixel-wise accuracy compared to the testing dataset,
and in many occasions the model performs better at extracting the full extent of the cloud
compared to the prior semi-automatic technique. We also introduce several image pre- and
post-processing techniques to improve the model’s performance and usability. The model
is configured to provide cloud masks at 0.1◦ longitude by 0.1◦ latitude resolution. It also
automatically bounds the MDGM by northern and southern polar extents depending on solar
longitude. The results suggest that our deep learning model is a useful tool to automatically
and quickly extract Martian water ice cloud masks and make it possible to generate cloud
mask data across the complete set of MDGMs and future ones. The model and related
techniques also have potential extensions to Martian dust storm identification. We will make
our code, model, and data publicly available.
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Introduction

Water ice clouds are an integral part of the Martian atmosphere, and understanding their distribution will
advance Martian climatology and improve global climate models. Previous products have been able to
measure water ice column mass, cloud cover, and water ice optical depth at various spatial and temporal
resolutions [1–5]. Through these products, the dynamics of Mars’ polar hoods and tropical cloud belt as well
as the interactions between the Martian dust and water cycles have been uncovered. However, these products
often lack coverage over longer time spans due required manual data processing. For further improvements in
climatology analysis and atmospheric modeling, more Martian atmospheric data must be available, especially
over longer time periods at high resolutions.
We propose a fully automated solution to derive cloud masks from Mars Daily Global Maps (MDGMs).
The solution is built on a processing pipeline with a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) at its core.
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Developments in deep learning involving CNNs, networks built with multiple convolutional layers, have
dramatically improved the abilities of models to interpret more complex datasets and learn from limited
training data in addition to improvements in computational efficiency [6, 7]. The U-Net is a fully convolutional
network (whose architecture is principally convolutional layers and lacks dense layers) that has become
popular because of its ability to semantically segment input images. The U-Net is able to provide localized
predictions, which has proven useful in segmenting medical imagery [6, 8, 9]. For satellite data, other model
architectures have been created, but the U-Net is also widely adopted [10, 11]. Though it is still uncommon,
Mars exploration projects and research are beginning to incorporate machine learning and deep learning into
their work [12].
In this paper, a modified U-Net is trained on target MDGMs and cloud masks and the model’s output is
evaluated and compared to other products. This model produces cloud masks valuable for analyzing the
clouds at tropical latitudes which comprise the tropical cloud belt. This region is active during the summer
months, where clouds are prominent in Valles Marineris, Hellas Planitia, and the major volcanoes [4]. The
model trains on the cloud masks created for Martian Years (MYs) 28 and 29 by Wang and González Abad
[1]. By applying a U-Net to Martian cloud mask identification, we hope to remove human input from this
process. An effective model will allow for an immediate sixfold expansion in MDGM cloud mask coverage,
and the processing pipeline can be applied to future MDGMs as well.

2

Data

The model attempts to identify water ice clouds in MDGMs [1, 13]. MDGMs are composite images of 13
consecutive global image swaths by MARCI each sol. The Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter’s sun synchronous
orbit [14] results in a MDGM that images Mars at the same 15:00 local time each day. Consequently, MDGMs
are better for analysis over longer timespans than for diurnal observations. This, however, allows us to have
greater consistent spatial and temporal coverage than other datasets. The MDGMs are available in MARCI’s
seven bands (two UV and five visible bands). The MDGMs have been publicly released at 0.1◦ longitude
× 0.1◦ latitude and 0.05◦ longitude × 0.05◦ latitude resolutions (available at astrogeology.usgs.gov and
dataverse.harvard.edu). The model will be built to work on the high resolution 0.1◦ longitude × 0.1◦ latitude
product with the three visible RGB bands. Our target data by Wang and González Abad [1] was created from
this same MDGM product. We hope a daily cloud mask at 0.1◦ longitude × 0.1◦ latitude resolution will be
a valuable product to researchers, especially because the cloud masks will span multiple MYs and can be
automatically created from future MDGMs. MDGMs are organized by their mission phase and subphase;
in our analysis, we used MDGMs spanning the complete mission phases P, B, G, D, and F (with 22-23
subphases each labeled ‘_01’ to ‘_23’), and J from J01 to J09. Wang and González Abad note the Version
2 MDGM pipeline was revised to allow for pixel-to-pixel backplane calculations, which will be applied to
certain MDGMs and any MDGM after subphase J09 [1]. We doubt this change will warrant a retraining of
our model.
Our target data are the cloud masks created semi-automatically by Wang and González Abad [1] (available at
dataverse.harvard.edu). The contrast between water ice clouds and the Martian surface is most prominent
in the B channel, so they extracted cloud information through channel B to channel R ratios. Because B
to R ratios vary significantly geographically, they compare B to R ratios to a reference ratio map. This
procedure removes several thick dust storms that are being falsely classified as clouds. Their manual quality
control consisted of removing problematic sections of the MDGMs due to image processing, removing false
positives, and rarely adding false negatives to the masks. The target data classified clouds in the native
MDGM resolution (0.1◦ longitude × 0.1◦ latitude) and labelled clouds with a data number ranging from
1-255 corresponding to their adjusted B channel value, non-clouds with zero, and invalid data with -999.
Wang and González Abad warn this data number should not be treated as a strength value or be used blindly
in quantitative analysis. Both their product and ours should be used for qualitative analysis.
Both the training and unclassified MDGMs used in this study from the Harvard Dataverse are stored as JPEGs
and unfortunately have undergone a fair amount of compression. Nonzero pixels bleed several pixels into
black regions, so either our post-processing must account for this compression.
2
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Method

The CNN used to segment the MDGMs is a U-Net built in Tensorflow/Keras. The U-Net is a fully convolutional network capable of semantic segmentation of images. The U-Net consists of an encoder and
decoder network; the encoder network applies convolutions and maxpool downsamplings to determine the
image’s features, and the decoder network upsamples the data and concatenates earlier convolutions to map
the features to the original resolution [8]. Because the CNN decreases the image dimensions with each
convolution, the output image will only cover the inner section of the input image. We added a rectified
linear unit activation function and batch normalization to each convolutional layer to improve training and
performance. Figure 1 visually presents the CNN structure used. The output cloud masks set cloudy pixels to
one, non-cloudy pixels to zero, and invalid or excluded pixels to -999. The model is not designed to provide a
quantitative measurement of cloud intensity or density, but this is one goal for future revisions of the model.

Figure 1: The CNN used in the study. This model follows the traditional U-Net structure and is built with
valid padding. The U-Net was trained on 668x668 pixel RGB inputs to corresponding 484x484 pixel mask
outputs. A tensor array with RGB image data is passed into the model. Layers consist of convolutions,
concatenations, center croppings, max poolings, and up convolutions. The raw 3600x1801 MDGMs are
initially incompatible with the model, so MDGMs are cropped and then subdivided into 668x668 inputs.
These subdivisions are arranged so that nearly every pixel in the original MDGM is covered by at least two
predictions. The outer 92 pixel border of the 668x668 input image subdivision is not classified by the model,
but this strategy allows for better performance on the 484x484 output. Each predicted pixel’s strength is
determined by its distance from the center of its 484x484 prediction. The predictions are tiled together by
taking the greatest weighted prediction at each pixel, minimizing any edge effects that may occur between
the subdivisions if there was no overlapping.
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Pre-processing and Post-processing

When the model is given an MDGM, it first crops the MDGM in a series of pre-processing steps. The upper
and lower bounds of the cloud mask area are determined by the following equations to remove polar ice cap
interference, in degrees latitude, where Ls is solar longitude:

59 + 0.214(90 − |90 − Ls |) − c Ls ≤ 180
latN =
59 − 0.214(90 − |270 − Ls |) − c 180 < Ls ≤ 360

−57 + 0.247(90 − |90 − Ls |) + c
Ls ≤ 180
latS =
−57 − 0.247(90 − |270 − Ls |) + c 180 < Ls ≤ 360
To add buffer to the bounds of our cloud masks, we set c = 3 as default, but this value can be easily altered
when using the model. These equations were created based on our analysis of polar ice extent across MDGMs
and other published works [2, 15]. In addition to establishing the upper and lower bounds of the cloud mask,
we also remove the thin black pixel borders that often exist on the west and east edges of the MDGM. This
resulting cropped MDGM is the size of the output prediction space. The CNN uses valid padding, which
means the analyzed image area gradually gets smaller as it travels through the model. To prepare the cropped
MDGM for model input and fit the constraints for valid padding, we must extrapolate the MDGM by 92
pixels on each side. Traditional methods of extrapolating missing input data includes mirroring, but because
the MDGM is a global image, which "wraps" around at the edges, we can use the opposite ends of the image
to complete the extrapolation, achieving greater results than merely mirroring edges. We extend the upper
and lower extents by 92 pixels and append 92 pixels of the east and west sides to the opposite edges. Because
we may remove a few black pixels on the east and west sides, which may account for <0.5◦ longitude, the
appended sections may not align perfectly with each side. However, we believe it is best to append nonzero
values to each other instead of keeping columns of zero pixels in between.

Figure 2: a) A full MDGM image (subphase G03 day 15). b) The output masks colored. The MDGM is
subdivided so that its outputs fill the prediction space as shown. c) The greatest weight at each pixel in the
cloud mask. The prediction with the greatest weight is the one chosen for the final mask. d) The final cloud
mask for the given MDGM. Clouds are green, non-clouds are teal, and invalid regions are blue.
This appended MDGM is then subdivided into input images suitable for the U-Net. Because the dimensions
of the prediction space vary depending on Ls and black pixel border sizes, we had to develop a tiling process
that would accommodate for variable-sized inputs. We created a smooth tiling process that subdivides
cropped and appended MDGMs into 668x668x3 tensor arrays, feeds them into the CNN, and constructs a 4D
4
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array with each output on a separate 2D layer, with the pixels in each layer containing an output and a weight.
The weight of each pixel is determined by a 2D squared spline window function. The smooth tiling process
prefers predictions closer to the center of the output, as there is more surrounding information that the model
can use when predicting at those pixels. Our smooth tiling process also subdivides the MDGM so that we
obtain at least two predictions per pixel, with the exception of the corners. Our model dimensions (668 →
484) minimize the overlap experienced when subdividing the MDGMs in this fashion.
Figure 2 outlines the subdivision and weighting process. Once the 4D array has been constructed from the
outputs, we efficiently compress the array into the final cloud mask by applying an argmax function to the
weights and selecting the corresponding outputs. Following the creation of this preliminary cloud mask with
the binary evaluation of cloud presence from the U-Net, we apply a filter to the original MDGM that catches
zero pixels, zero pixels affected by bleeding due to image compression, and pixels with only one or two of
three bands present. We then set the corresponding pixels of the cloud mask to -999. The cloud mask is
quickly stitched together so that with a GPU, a user can compute the entire cloud mask for an MDGM in a
few seconds. We also provide a method for bulk computation of cloud masks, which additionally creates a
convenient file system that stores MDGMs with their corresponding cloud masks and is organized by MRO
mission phase.
3.2

Training

MDGMs and cloud masks from Wang and González Abad were subdivided into 668x668 input images
and 484x484 output cloud masks compatible with the CNN. MDGM and cloud mask subdivision was done
prior to training instead of computing subdivisions on-the-fly during training. While this requires significant
storage to hold the uncompressed subdivisions, it significantly reduces the load on the CPU.
The MDGMs and cloud masks are randomly sorted by a seeded shuffle. 70% of the target data is allocated
for training, 15% for validation, and 15% for testing. Each of the MDGM and cloud mask pairs were also
augmented; each set was flipped vertically, horizontally, and rotated 180◦ , resulting in a fourfold increase in
target data. With nearly 180,000 augmented MDGM inputs and their corresponding cloud masks, multiple
versions of the CNN were trained on an NVIDIA RTX 3060 graphics processing unit with 12 GB of VRAM.
Forward and backpropagation of the model was handled within TensorFlow/Keras. Model versions trained
with the Adam optimizer [16] at a learning rate of 0.001 for multiple epochs until there was negligible or
negative progress on loss. Most versions were allowed to train up to one day on the training data. This limit
was enforced to prevent the model from overfitting to the training data.
Table 1: Training results
Measure
Model

Loss

Accuracy

Jaccard

4 width V1
8 width V1
16 width V1
32 width V1
16 width V2

0.0078
0.0070
0.0081
0.0093
0.0074

0.9534
0.9641
0.9485
0.9645
0.9511

0.3785
0.4457
0.3505
0.4089
0.3562

32 width V2

0.0086

0.9667

0.4812
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Table 1 shows the results of the training on various models. The models varied in width and size, and were
measured on loss, accuracy, and the Jaccard Index. The loss function applied during the training was a
weighted binary cross-entropy, where correct positives were awarded better scores than correct negatives.
The weight constant was determined by the fraction of cloud pixels in the training data, which was 0.03693.
Version 1 models have an input size of 732x732, and the Version 2 models have the ideal 668x668 dimensions
for our smooth tiling. We chose the 32 width V2 variant as our final model because of its high accuracy
(96.67%) and Jaccard Index (0.4812), the intersection-over-union between the prediction and target masks.
Additionally, by visual inspection of its outputs the 32 width V2 model surpasses the other variants.

4

Results

The machine learning-generated cloud masks can be compared to Martian water ice products and have
potential to be used in finding seasonal and annual trends in Mars’ atmosphere. With our cloud masks for
MYs 28 to 33, we have evaluated its real-world performance and characteristics as well as compared the
product to a Martian climate model.
Figure 3 gives two sample regions that showcase the model’s ability to classify the MDGMs in detail. In both
samples the model is able to find and highlight the curves and striations of the clouds. With this fine detail,
the cloud masks can be used for both local and precise global analyses.

Figure 3: a) A portion of an MDGM image from subphase J02 day 06, and the same MDGM portion with an
overlay of the cloud mask. b) An MDGM portion and its cloud mask from subphase B22 day 18.
4.1

Comparison to the Target

Two significant differences between our model’s masks and the target dataset are in extent and smoothness.
Our model reports slightly larger cloud areas than Wang and González Abad, and our model tends to capture
finer features with rounder edges (Figure 3). The greater cloud extents and smoother edges, by visual
inspection, are not exaggerated and we believe are accurate. Figure 4 shows a sample cloud mask overlayed
on an MDGM and compares the model’s mask to the target.
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The model’s cloud masks can also be compared over longer time spans with the target. Figure 5 provides a
heatmap that compares the cloud masks over mission subphase P01 in MY 28. The mean cloud mask cover is
similar across the two datasets, though at lower mean cloud mask values the model reports slightly higher
frequencies than Wang and González Abad. This observation is consistent with the previous analysis that the
model tends to identify larger cloud extents as compared to the target dataset. In other subphases where water
ice clouds are completely absent, both datasets report no clouds, with the exception of polar ice caps that
occasionally intrude into the prediction area.

Figure 4: a) A full MDGM image (subphase P05 day 05) with the model’s cloud mask output in light
green. The upper and lower bounds of the cloud mask were automatically determined by the MDGM’s solar
longitude in an attempt to reduce false classifications of ice on poles as clouds. b) An enlarged view of the
section outlined in red in a). This 484x484 pixel square is the same size as the native output of the model. c)
The target cloud mask in yellow identifies the location of clouds by Wang and González Abad. d) The cloud
mask automatically generated by the model CNN is shown in light green. e) A layering of both masks to
see where the target and model cloud masks differ. The model successfully identifies the same clouds as the
target cloud mask and on many occasions it reports slightly larger areas and captures finer edge features.
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Figure 5: A heatmap of mean cloud mask cover across subphase P01. The mean cloud mask value is
equivalent to the frequency of clouds during that period at that location. The cloud masks of the subphase
were averaged pixelwise, and the two mean cloud mask values (target, model) for each pixel is included in
the heatmap. Only pixels that have predictions by both the target and the model are included. The heatmap
does not include the large number of pixels that both the target and model masks identified as completely
non-cloudy during P01. The heatmap is capped at 50,000 pixels per bin.
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Cloud Frequency Evolution

Because of their high spatial and temporal resolution, the cloud masks can be used for detailed observation
of cloud frequencies over one year. Given the northern and southern extent limits of the model image
pre-processing, the cloud masks are unable to monitor the Martian polar hoods. The cloud masks are better
suited for analysis of Martian water ice clouds in the tropical cloud belt. Figure 6 provides a long term view
of clouds on Mars across MYs 28-33. The strengthening of clouds in the tropical belt following the northern
summer solstice (Ls =90◦ ) and its quick dissipation around Ls =140◦ is visible in the figure and has been well
documented [1, 4, 17]. Most cloud activity in the tropical cloud belt appears to occur between 10◦ S and 30◦
N. There is also some activity at the northern and southern extents of the observation area, which is due to
water ice clouds or false positives like carbon dioxide ice clouds or surface water ice.

Figure 6: Mean cloud mask cover at latitudes over solar longitude. All cloud masks from MYs 28 to 33 are
averaged to determine the cloud mask frequencies. Water ice clouds become more frequent around Ls =90◦ ,
peak in intensity in the late summer months, and diminish around Ls =140◦ .
Figure 7 shows the evolution of clouds over mission phase F, which spanned MYs 32 and 33. Each mission
subphase, or month, is plotted sequentially to view the mean cloud mask cover across the year. The mean
cloud mask cover, or cloud mask frequency, is calculated by taking the average of the daily mask values over
the month at each pixel, ignoring invalid pixels. The cloud mask frequency is only shown where there is
at least one valid (nonnegative) cloud mask number. The dissipation and growth of the tropical cloud belt
at the bookends of phase F is supported by other research. Areas of high cloud frequency are around the
main volcanoes (Olympus Mons, Tharsis Montes), Valles Marineris, and Hellas Planitia, and at peak activity
clouds extend between the latter two regions.
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Figure 7: Mean cloud mask cover over MRO mission phase F. Each mission subphase spans roughly 30 sols,
and each plot is labeled with their subphase and Ls range. The cloud mask frequency is only available where
there has been at least one valid (nonnegative) cloud mask number. All subphases share the same colorbar for
easier subphase comparison. The white contours illustrate Mars’ topography. The Mars Digital Elevation
Model was obtained from USGS (the Mars MGS MOLA DEM 463m v2 is available at astrogeology.usgs.gov).
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Use with the LMD Mars Climate Database

One potential use of automated cloud masks is to compare and verify global climate models, and in the future
possibly assimilate the product directly into these models. The Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique
(LMD) has published its Mars Climate Database (MCD) that provides data for meteorological variables from
their General Circulation Model [18–20]. Though the cloud masks do not provide a quantitative measure
of cloud mass or density, we can determine whether the cloud mask frequencies correlate with the MCD’s
water cloud ice column (kg/m2 ). Figure 8 provides single-dimensional analysis of the mean cloud mask value
and water cloud ice column at various latitudes. All cloud masks from MY 28 to 33 were incorporated in
determining the cloud mask frequencies. MCD values were obtained by averaging the 36 water cloud ice
column fields from Ls =0◦ -330◦ with 30◦ spacing. The MCD also provides a high-resolution product that uses
high resolution topographic maps to better compute surface and atmospheric pressures. Both the standard
and high resolution MCD results for standard conditions with average extreme UV are plotted. For water
ice column values, there appears to be little difference between the standard and high resolutions. At most
latitudes our cloud masks are in agreement with the MCD, though the strength of the correlation varies. The
correlations are strongest at northern tropical latitudes and 30◦ S. At these latitudes reside Olympus Mons,
Tharsis Montes, Valles Marineris, and Hellas Planitia, known active water ice cloud regions. At 30◦ N, the
MCD reports high water ice column values, which is caused by northern polar cap activity. At these larger Ls
the cloud masks also detected increased polar activity, but most of it was intentionally cropped out due to the
northern polar extent equation and the identified clouds did not stretch down to 30◦ N.

Figure 8: Mean cloud mask values and water cloud ice column values (kg/m2 ) are compared at different
longitudes, from 30◦ S to 30◦ N in 10◦ increments. The blue cloud mask lines use the scale on the left, and
both MCD dotted lines use the scale on the right. All cloud masks from MY 28 to 33 were incorporated
in determining the cloud mask frequencies. 36 water cloud ice column fields from Ls =0◦ -330◦ with 30◦
spacing were each averaged for the MCD and MCD hi-res lines.
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Figure 9: Comparison of mean cloud mask values and water cloud ice column values (kg/m2 ) at Ls =120◦ -150◦ .
All created cloud masks contributed to the mean cloud mask values. The polar components of the MCD plot
were cropped for consistency with the cloud mask bounds.
In Figure 9 the high resolution MCD water ice column values are compared to the cloud mask frequencies
at peak tropical cloud belt activity (Ls =120◦ -150◦ ). Again, all available cloud masks from MYs 28 to 33
contributed to the mean cloud mask values. The polar extents of the MCD water ice column data were
cropped to be consistent with the cloud mask bounds. This allows for more direct comparison of the tropical
cloud belt. Although Hellas Planitia dominates the MCD water ice column intensity, Valles Marineris and
the major volcanoes contain regions of values around 2 × 10−3 kg/m2 . Aside from these hotspots, the cloud
masks are still registering high cloud activity throughout the tropical latitudes. The model is able to identify
both dense and faint clouds, however we were inconclusive in identifying a minimum threshold water ice
column value that the model tended to classify as a cloud.

5

Discussion

The creation of Martian cloud masks from MDGMs has been successfully automated with the use of a CNN.
The model reports nearly 97% accuracy as compared with the target cloud masks by Wang and González
Abad [1]. The cloud masks are produced at 0.1◦ spatial resolution and provide cloud presence at 15:00 LT
across the Martian surface. We have created daily Martian cloud masks for MYs 28 to 33 with this model,
and initial observations and analyses were made through inspection of the cloud masks’ features as well as
comparison with target cloud masks and the LMD MCD. The source code for the model and all cloud masks
will be publicly released and open sourced.
For this model, a pre- and post-processing pipeline complements the U-Net CNN. Each MDGM input is
cropped and subdivided. The subdivisions then pass through the U-Net, and afterwards the subdivided outputs
are combined to create a complete cloud mask through our smooth tiling process. The model is able to rapidly
calculate cloud masks at the native MDGM resolution.
The model’s cloud masks capture fine features in Martian clouds. These masks often have slightly larger
cloud extents than the target cloud masks, but after visual inspection we have determined the masks’ larger
cloud areas to be accurate. Additionally, due to the nature of the CNN, our cloud masks have smoother, more
14
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natural edges than the target set. Over longer time periods, the mean cloud mask cover is similar across the
target and model cloud masks. At lower mean cloud mask covers the model sometimes reports greater values
than the target because of the model’s tendency to identify larger cloudy regions.
The tropical cloud belt was observed through the cloud masks. The cloud masks currently focus on the
tropical latitudes, as the polar hoods are beyond the model’s established northern and southern extents.
Strengthening of water ice clouds occurred in the northern part of the tropical latitudes beginning around
the summer solstice (Ls =90◦ ) and weakening began at Ls =140◦ . Additionally, we found that at multiple
latitudes the LMD MCD’s water ice column moved similarly with the cloud masks over Ls . There was
greatest agreement in movement in the northern tropical latitudes, as that is where much cloud activity is
focused during the summer season.
Future potential improvements to this model would be to include training data for dust clouds and increase
in spatial resolution. One change to the model to enable this improvement would be to substitute the final
sigmoid function with a softmax function that would allow for multi-class segmentation. We would also
like to observe how our model performs during a global Martian dust storm like in MY 34. We hope this
automated tool will be of use to other researchers and that the use of machine learning and deep learning in
Martian exploration continues to grow.
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